Accelerate the implementation of data governance, enterprise
vocabularies, and compliance with regulatory and industry standards to
create comprehensive industry content for catalog-generated
management.
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Business Context
Enterprise knowledge management requires a trusted, industry-oriented business vocabulary that captures the business meaning and context
for the industry concepts, practices, and assets related to business operations.

However, building a business vocabulary is more than creating a word list without definitions or business context. It takes time to create a
usable business vocabulary, lots of time. It also requires a depth of industry experience and a breadth of operational business knowledge that
usually is beyond a single person’s capability. Thus, building a business vocabulary takes time and takes a team.
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Best Practice Governance,
Compliance,
and Enterprise Search
An enterprise business vocabulary provides great value for
organizations because it centralizes the governance of
enterprise information and assets. Activities such as
compliance risk management are supported by a business
vocabulary that connects regulatory concepts to the
enterprise data footprint and the data policies and rules
that surround it. Additionally, a well-governed enterprise
business vocabulary enables enterprise search capability
to provide a true “All things to all people” view of the
business.

In addition, an enterprise business vocabulary is an
important basis for the overall semantic layer of a Data
Fabric ecosystem.
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IBM Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance
IBM® Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance (KAIN) is an industryspecific glossary for insurance and reinsurance organizations that
is imported to IBM Watson Knowledge Catalog. The
comprehensive, multilayer business glossary includes thousands of
inter-related terms that are grouped by intuitive subcategories.

The terms in these subcategories (Business Core Vocabulary,
Business Performance Indicators, Business Scopes, and Industry
Alignment Vocabularies) are used by different business users to
establish, understand, navigate, and benefit from an enterprise
vocabulary.

Find out more about the IBM Knowledge Accelerators at: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/knowledge-accelerators
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IBM KAIN subcategories
The IBM Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance is represented as a
category of business terms within Watson Knowledge Catalog. The
components within IBM KAIN are represented by the following
subcategories:
•

Business Core Vocabulary

Defining industry concepts in plain business language, the
Business Core Vocabulary contains business terms that have
properties and can be related to each other. Business terms can
include a term hierarchy and are organized by logical business
categories. Clearly defined business terms help standardization
and communication within an organization and are a foundation
for governance of enterprise information assets.
•

Business Performance Indicators

Business Performance Indicators is a vocabulary of insurance
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) or business measures. These
business measures are grouped by (related to) performance
analysis terms. These measure terms are also related to terms in
the Business Core Vocabulary and allow business users to fully
articulate the requirements for analysis. Business Performance
indicators can be used for defining and meeting reporting
requirements for the organization. For a complete list of
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Business Performance Indicators categories, please refer to
Appendix A.
•

Business Scopes

Business Scopes provide groupings of related Business Core
Vocabulary (BCV) and Business Performance Indicator (BPI
terms that address a specific business use case. These typically
help business users to focus on the terms required to support a
particular aspect of the business. A number of business scopes
are available for separate download and import.
Alignment Scopes group BCV and BPI terms of relevance to a
particular Industry Alignment Vocabulary topic, and may be used
as a project scoping mechanism for a specific standard or
regulation. For a complete list of Business Scopes categories,
please refer to Appendix B.
•

Industry Alignment Vocabularies

Industry Alignment Vocabularies include terms that align key
elements from industry regulations and standards to the terms
within the Business Core Vocabulary for assisting with regulatory
coverage and compliance for the insurance organization. The
alignment vocabularies supported include Solvency II, CCPA,
GDPR and more. For a complete list of Industry Alignment
Vocabularies categories, please refer to Appendix C.

Business Core Vocabulary
IBM Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance includes a comprehensive vocabulary of business terms that are specifically focused on the
insurance industry. These are organized into a set of business categories to enable users to quickly identify the terms relevant to their area of
interest:

Accounting

Common

Party and Role

Activity

Communication and Documentation

Physical Object

Agreement

Event

Physical Structure

Agreement Change

Financial Asset

Registration

Agreement Component

Financial Transaction

Risk Exposure

Assessment and Score

Goal

Specification and Product

Cash flow

Legal Action

Statistics

Claim

Location

Vehicle
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Business Performance Indicators
Business Performance Indicators subcategory includes 5000+ insurance related measure terms grouped by 350+ business performance
analysis terms. These performance analysis terms are further organized under these performance area categories.
Catastrophe Analysis

Intermediary Performance

Segmentation Discovery and Management

Claim Analysis

Investment Management Reporting

Solvency Reporting

Cost and Performance Management

Life Insurance Reporting

Vehicle Telematics Analysis

Customer Experience Management

Product Management

Workers Compensation

Data Protection Analysis

Risk Management

Digital Insight

Sales Forecasting

For example, the performance area category called Data Protection

Each of the above performance analysis terms will contain several

Analysis, contains the following performance analysis terms.

measure terms that describe key performance indicators for

•

Data subject access request analysis

insurance business reporting. For a complete list of Business

•

Data subject agreement status analysis

Performance Indicator categories and a description of each

•

Governed data activity cost analysis

Performance Analysis term, please refer to Appendix A.

•

Governed data revenue opportunity analysis

•

Personal data breach analysis

•

Personal data protection risk assessments analysis
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Business Scopes available for import
The IBM Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance has a number of business scopes available for separate download and import. These can be
imported individually to address one or more business use cases. Multiple scopes can be imported with common terms being shared across
the scopes. Users can also import the full IBM KAIN vocabulary which will supplement any scope vocabulary content already imported. The
following business scopes are available for separate download and import:
Claim Management
A Business Scope that groups terms that are related to claim
management and the administration and processing of claims for
insurance.

Contact Information
A Business Scope that groups terms that are contact related
information for insurance companies and they communicated with
the customers and external parties.

Premium Management
A Business Scope that groups terms that are related to premium and
associated payments including schedule of premium, the
composition of the premiums and how they are paid.

Party
A Business Scope that groups terms that are party related for
insurance companies covering both internal and external parties
connected to contracts and claims.

Policy Management
A Business Scope that groups terms that are related to policy
management for insurance companies including underwriting, policy
issuance and administration.

Vehicle Accident
A Business Scope that groups terms that describe characteristics of
a vehicle accident for insurance companies.

Customer 360
A Business Scope that groups terms that are customer related for
insurance companies and provide insight and profile of aspects of
the customer that impact their interactions with the company.

Vehicle Information
A Business Scope that groups terms that describe the characteristics
of vehicle.
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Reference Data
IBM KAIN includes approximately 700 reference data sets with
10,000+ reference values covering product and coverage
examples, accounting data, agreement, regulatory value sets,
vehicle and accident values, claims data values and many more.
Reference data are mapped to the core business vocabulary. In
Watson Knowledge Catalog, reference data can be used to
create data classes, which can be used to classify the data in the

Data Classes
IBM KAIN extends the set of data classes provided in Watson
Knowledge Catalog with data classes describing commonly used
insurance identifiers including vehicle, vehicle accident, catastrophe,
currency, health insurance, insurance coverages and
homeowners reference data sets. These data classes are related to
business terms in the Business Core Vocabulary. Data classes are
used by Metadata Enrichment to improve the matching of data assets
to KAIN glossary content.
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Data Catalog and map data assets to business terms in the core
business vocabulary. Try the guided demo of Watson nowledgK

Industry Alignment Vocabularies
IBM KAIN includes Industry Alignment Vocabularies which are provided to guide mapping from industry standards to the IBM KAIN Business
Core Vocabulary content. The Industry Alignment Vocabularies are defined using subcategories and terms below the Industry Alignment
Vocabularies umbrella category.
Industry Alignment Vocabularies delivered with IBM KAIN:
Catastrophe Model Open Standard Specification
CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018)
FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act)
GDPR (EU General Data Protection Regulation)
Open Data Standards
Personal Information Taxonomy
Risk Data Open Standard
Solvency II
The Weather Company Data For IBM Bluemix APIs
Vehicle Accident Data Lake Sample Data Set
The following Industry Alignment Vocabularies are available on request to clients using IBM Knowledge Accelerators for Insurance:
Cyber Exposure Data Schema
Multi-line Insurance Exposure Management
Customer Complaints
Fraud Reporting
Visit Accessing IBM KAIN Industry Alignment Vocabularies for more information on requesting this content.
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Data Privacy and Protection
IBM Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance contains key
concept terms from two leading data privacy regulations, as
well as internal IBM Personal Data taxonomies that have
relationships to the business terms within the Business Core
Vocabulary. This helps data users map the regulatory context
to the business context to identify enterprise information that
is impacted by these regulations.
GDPR IBM KAIN supports the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and provides an industry-specific
vocabulary, that can help you discover and govern privacy
data, and KPI templates for regulatory reporting. It can help
organizations ensure that their enterprise data architecture is
able to provide the necessary data artifacts to report on data
protection issues and can help to determine and define which
personal data types your business uses.
CCPA IBM KAIN also supports the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) and provides an industry specific
vocabulary, that can help you understand requirements for
privacy data. Building on the foundations put in place with
GDPR, CCPA identifies the key terms within the regulation
which are then mapped to the Business Core Vocabulary
terms. The coverage can help you understand what
components to be considered including consumer rights,
personal data types, processing activities, processing
purposes, and roles.
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Personal Information Taxonomy IBM KAIN supports IBM’s
sample taxonomy for personal information, which is designed
to be a template to accelerate the discovery and governance
of data privacy information and the activities related to
processing such information. The taxonomy is not intended to
be a definitive standard for data privacy and protection
requirements, as the classifications of information may vary
in different legal jurisdictions. This taxonomy complements
specific regulations such as GDPR or CCPA as it helps
accelerate the building of your own data privacy taxonomy
and an inventory of data assets which contain personal
information.
The Knowledge Accelerator includes Personally Identifiable
Information (PII), Sensitive Personal Information (SPI) and
Personal Information (PI) data classifications. 100’s of
business terms in KAIN have been pre-classified to aid data
governance. These built-in classifications will allow WKC
projects to avail of a wider and growing IBM capability on
data privacy including the masking of data and restrictions of
data access.
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Cyber Risk
Cyber Exposure Data Schema IBM KAIN supports the Cyber
Exposure Data Schema and provides an industry specific
vocabulary, that can help insurers assess how adequate the
insured's system of governance, data privacy and protection
controls in place are within the organization. Insurers can use
KAIN to map out product requirements to data needed or for
reporting on cyber risk within their portfolio. The schema
structure includes cyber events, cyber peril codes, cyber
coverages, systems, and enterprise risk attributes such as the
‘Total number of records of Personally Identifiable
Information (PII)' and Breach of Privacy potential.

Multi-Line Exposure Management
Multi-line Exposure Management IBM KAIN supports Multiline Management and provides an industry specific
vocabulary, that covers information on risk to inform
underwriting of risks including policy holder details, coverage
and policy level information, location schedules, schedules of
risk and assets subject to the risk. It includes an industry
specification for definition of exposure information, providing
rich set of searchable product terminology across wide set of
classes of business including new classes of business such as
energy, aviation, surety, trade credit and agriculture. It also
includes an extensive list of reference data sets covering type
of assets, coverages, insurance products, usage types for
assets, livestock, crops, marine, aircraft, and perils etc…
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Non-Life Data Standards
Open Data Standard IBM KAIN supports the Open Data
Standard and provides an industry specific vocabulary, that
provides a complete mapping to the Open Data Standard for
catastrophe modes which allows for the development of an
organizations own loss modelling capability using open
sources models such as OASIS that are then designed for loss
modelling in the cloud. Open-Source Industry standard for
exposure model management including policy information,
financial model information including reinsurance and
location information. In addition, reference data schema
includes large set of reference data sets such as area codes,
financial codes, and property related codes such as roof
attached structure codes.
Risk Data Open Standard IBM KAIN supports the Risk Data
Open Standard and provides an industry specific vocabulary,
that can allow insurers to have the terminology to map loss
modelling data requirements using an Open Data Standard
but supporting better integration to widely used proprietary
loss services. It is an Open Industry standard for contract
definition, exposure information, domain setting and data
classification, financial model inputs and results. In addition,
reference data schema includes large set of reference data
sets such as construction codes, tightly aligned to proprietary
loss models.
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Industry Led Governance
While a business vocabulary is often defined as a way to provide a
business view to connect with more technical artifacts, or as the
starting point for defining the business scope to be used to guide
the identification of a subset of logical model elements, the
business vocabulary has significant value in its own right.
A properly defined business vocabulary that reflects the needs and
terminology of the various users can be used to:
•
•
•

•

•

act as a common language across the different business
users across the organization
provide a reference point when aligning new or acquired
businesses into the overall organization
provide the Data Steward with a comprehensive and scalable
template with which to grow their business vocabulary,
addressing both the needs of the central IT as well as the
needs of the individual groups of Self-Service users
provide a basis for the identification of gaps and overlaps
between different projects or activities that the enterprise
may be engaged in
leverage the AI/ML capabilities of Watson Knowledge
Catalog. Where relevant, the business terms in the IBM
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•

Knowledge Accelerators are integrated with the Data Classes
provided out of the box with Watson Knowledge Catalog. This
ensures a higher coverage and accuracy of the Auto
assignment of Data Assets to Terms, thus improving the
integration of the Knowledge Accelerators with the governed
assets
broadens the current coverage of the AI-driven Data
Discovery process. The IBM Knowledge Accelerators include
sample data classes, as well as reference data sets and
reference data values that, when customized as required, can
be used as a basis for the creation of additional data classes.
The IBM Knowledge Accelerators include sample Reference
Data Sets and Reference Data values that, when customized
as required, can be used as a basis for the creation of
additional Data Classes. This results in a broader range of
data classes available to underpin the Data Discovery
process.

IBM KAIN contains comprehensive enterprise vocabulary structure
designs.

Data Lake
The data lake has emerged as the recognized mechanism to enable
organizations to define, manage and govern the use of various big
data technologies. This represents an evolution of big data towards
mainstream use in an enterprise and the associated focus on
management of such assets.
Many of the same traditional imperatives for the use of IBM KAIN
also exist when organizations deploy a data lake
•

•

the need to establish a common cross enterprise set of
assets for use by the business, with such assets fully
integrated with the overarching layer of business terms
the use of insurance-oriented and business-friendly
terminology to ensure a suitable basis for self-service access
by the business users of the data lake

•

•

•

the use of classifications and tags on terms to assist business
and technical users when searching and navigating the
vocabulary
the need for consistent and scalable structures of the
vocabulary to ensure common understanding of the data lake
assets by the business and technical users
the need to enforce a common governance layer around the
data lake.

IBM KAIN contains a number of components which are ideally
suited to supporting deployment to a data lake architecture.

Digital Transformation Support
Insurance organizations face the challenge in the digital age of
customers expecting digital first in their interactions and
communications with insurance providers from application to policy
to claim. The rich vocabulary of product, claim, activities, service
requests and party roles terms available in IBM KAIN can inform
digital interaction and performance analysis for insurers and help
govern the new data flows required for insurance interactions with
Watson Knowledge Catalog.
•

•

•

Comprehensive set of insurance terminology for all lines of
business from Life to Non-Life, Commercial, Group to
Individual, Health, Reinsurance and Investment
management, insurance related services and more.
Product Specification Coverage - business categories such as
Specification and Product, Agreement, Agreement Change
and Agreement Component provide the building blocks to
quickly map/create new product specifications for your
applications.
Claim Coverage - business categories such as Claim,
Financial Transaction, Specification and Product, Agreement,
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•

•

•

Agreement Change and Agreement Component building
blocks to quickly map claim information, claim requests and
claims processing information requirements.
A set of business scopes with predefined collections of
product terms e.g. home-owners insurance, business
interruption insurance, travel insurance, etc., are available to
get started and product component scopes with more
complete set of product related terms to guide defining and
mapping customized product configurations. In addition, a
rich set of business scopes for the management of the whole
policy life cycle including Customer and Policy Management
and Claim Management
Business Performance Indicators Coverage – business
categories such as Digital insights, Customer Experience
Management, Sales Forecasting, Cost and Performance
Management
References data sets for insurance data including 100’s of
coverages available to improve the automation of governance
for insurance organizations.

Distribution Transformation Support
Insurers looking to compete in a changing operating environment
need to innovate new products and channels in which to distribute
them. The main challenge is legacy systems which are inflexible to
change and hold back insurance organizations from delivering new
insurance offerings. Watson Knowledge Catalog and the
vocabularies in IBM KAIN enable the standardization and
governance of the information flows back and forth between the
insurance producer and the distribution network. The vocabulary
covers key information to represent the channel and distribution
network, to analyse the activities and information flows. In
addition, the vocabulary supports the ability to capture the goal and
needs of customers and to measure customer satisfaction to ensure
consistent experience and level of service regardless of distribution
channel. Coverage includes:
•

A wide variety of business terms for broker and channels
including business Scope for Sales and Distribution
Management

•

•

Business Performance Indicators Coverage – business
categories such as Intermediary Performance, Customer
Experience Management, Sales Forecasting, Segmentation
Discovery and Management
Channel and Distribution Coverage - business categories
such as Party and Role, Campaign, Activity, Communication
and Documentation, Goal, Financial Transaction,
Specification and Product, Agreement, Agreement Change
and Agreement Component provide the building blocks to
quickly map/create new information pipelines for managing
distributions and channels covering both the financial
information and other information required to measure and
control the level of service provided.

Financial Transformation Support
With limited resources within financial and actuarial departments,
insurance organizations need to develop new best in class analytical
platforms to meet existing reporting requirements and accelerate
the time to implementation of new regulatory requirements and
standards. IBM KAIN contains a rich set of risk and financial
reporting business terms to support the documentation of
requirements and the governance needed to map the source and
feeder systems used in financial reporting and for risk management
purposes. A standard set of financial terms available with IBM KAIN
allows teams to be more agile and leverage initial investment in
governance and documentation on the first project for all
subsequent analytical projects. Coverage includes:
•

A wide variety of business terms for financial reporting and
risk management terms cover all aspects of risk management
including solvency reporting, balance sheet analysis,
technical provisions/reserving and accounting information
including general ledger requirements.

•

Financial Reporting and Risk Management Coverage business categories such as Accounting, Cash Flow,
Assessment and Score, Financial Asset, Risk Exposure and
Financial Transaction.
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•

Business Performance Indicators Coverage - business
categories such as Risk Management, Catastrophe Analysis,
Solvency Reporting and Investment Reporting including
100’s of performance analysis areas and 1000’s of measures
for Financial reporting.

•

Industry Alignment Vocabulary Coverage - alignment areas
such as Solvency II provide extensive support for regulatory
reporting. In addition to the structure and key terms of these
standards, alignment scopes are also available with
collections of the equivalent core business vocabulary terms
relevant to the standard or regulation.

•

Method and Approach to Financial Transformation – industry
alignment vocabularies have been defined around a
metamodel and structure to make the standard and
regulations easier to understand and consume and can be
extended by customers for their own regulations. For
example, 1000’s of document terms that have been
identified in Solvency II which have then mapped to the
Business Core Vocabulary.

Learn More
IBM Knowledge Accelerator Metamodel
IBM Knowledge Accelerators are designed based on a common metamodel
specification described in the components section of the IBM Documentation.
IBM Knowledge Accelerators for Cloud Pak for Data Component
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cloud-paks/cp-data/4.6.x?topic=accelerators-components

IBM Knowledge Accelerators for Cloud Pak for Data as a Service Components
https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/docs/content/kaaas/User_Guide/ika/compnts.html

IBM Documentation
IBM Knowledge Accelerator for Insurance documentation is available on the
following sites:
IBM KAIN for Cloud Pak for Data
https://www.ibm.com/docs/SSQNUZ_4.6.x/ka/ka-cpd.html

IBM KAIN for Cloud Pak for Data as a Service
https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/docs/content/kaaas/kaaas_intro.html
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Appendix A – Performance Indicator Categories,
Performance Analysis Terms and Descriptions
This section describes the business content in the Business
Performance Indicators Category

Catastrophe Analysis
Annual exceedance probability analysis - This subject area
includes measures providing analysis of aggregated loss
catastrophe model output across multiple years to determine the
annual exceedance probability that a given level of losses would be
exceeded within a one-year time frame. This is important to help
determine the level at which the insurer or re-insurer should stop
writing new business or make additional risk transfer arrangements
and ensure the level of risk is acceptable.
Finite reinsurance decision analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required to analyze the appropriateness of the use of
finite reinsurance in the reinsurance decision process. amount
Flood risk portfolio analysis - This subject area provides
analysis of risk exposure in the context to the flood events they
are experiencing or may experience in the case of future flood
projections.
Flood zone risk concentration analysis - This subject area
provides analysis of flood zones and how they relate to risk
exposures. The objective is to understand high risk areas and get a

better profile of the types of risk exposures covered in these
bounded areas
Hurricane building structure analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required to analyze building structure information.
The measures utilize data such as building construction details,
building regulation compliance and risk mitigation measures. The
subject area assesses structures for greater susceptibility to
damage from hurricane and windstorm events to improve risk
management and underwriting practices.
Hurricane location analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required to analyze building location information. The
measures utilize historical hurricane data such as hurricane paths
and wind speed measurements. The subject area assesses risks
within a location for greater susceptibility to damage from
hurricane and windstorm events to improve risk management and
underwriting practices.
Loss distribution and vulnerability analysis - This subject area
defines the measures required to analyze loss distribution in
previous claims across all risk exposures and relate the incidence
and level of claims to the intensity of catastrophe events which
caused the damage claimed. This analysis aims to provide a
source for the generation of vulnerability curves used in
catastrophe modeling by combining the intensity of catastrophe
events with actual claimed losses to provide for more realistic
vulnerability curves based on experience data.
Occurrence exceedance probability analysis - This subject area
includes measures providing analysis based on the event loss

catastrophe model output which is the result of a catastrophe
assessment involving a large sample set of events. The purpose of
this event-based analysis looks to determine what the probability
that a given level of losses will occur for one event.

Claims Analysis
Advance Analysis - Analyzes advances on investment contracts,
as a function of policyholder profile, contact method and type of
contract.
Auto Claim Handling Analysis - Measures the number of auto claims,
total claim amount, reinsurance and third-party recovery.
Auto Loss Event Analysis - Analyzes auto loss events with the main
purpose to perform trend analysis in motor vehicle faults.
Claim Handling Performance Analysis - Allows the monitoring
and the identification of inefficiencies in the claims handling
process. Resulting reports help to optimize supplier networks and
to improve operational efficiency and customer satisfaction.
Claim Incoming Recovery Payments Analysis - Allows the
monitoring of incoming recovery payments from third parties, reinsurers, and so on, in order to track the recovery of debts.
Claims Audit Analysis - Allows a detailed follow-up of new claims
raised, compliance to business rules (for example, Reinsurance
excess requirements), distribution of claims amongst
intermediaries, loading of claim handlers, and so on.

Claims Monthly Close Off Analysis - The claims monthly close
off analysis records measures used to reconcile claims
outstanding versus claims estimates. This analytical area
provides executives with the ability to state claim liabilities on a
monthly basis.
Claims Statistical Analysis - Provides a statistical analysis of
claims per claim profile and product or class of business.
Typically, the average claim and the claim frequency can
influence decisions being made in product development.
Claims Value Variation Analysis - Allows a comparison of claims
estimates period after period, in order to identify open claims for
which there is an important variation in the claim’s estimate.
Financial Analysis of Claims - Financial performance of the claims
area, including paid/not paid, incurred, litigated, reopened and
reported. Used in business areas such as financial planning, fraud
detection, profitability and the overall effectiveness of the Claims
department.
Health Claims Analysis - Analyzes numbers and amounts of
claims, but also the linkage of these figures to the trends of health
expenditures by type of treatment, health care provider and
profile of the insured (age and gender).
Late Claims Analysis - Analyzes claims that are submitted late.
Typically, lately submitted claims can help identify specific
intermediary behavioral patterns or can influence the calculation
of renewal premiums.

Loss Adjustment Expenses Analysis - Analyzes the costs
associated with handling losses. Used to measure the performance
of the underwriting activity and as a key part of the calculation of
risk premium.
Life, Savings and Investments Claim Analysis- Analyzes claims
associated with protection insurance, as a function of the insured
and policyholder profile.
Loss Event Analysis - Measures the distribution of claims across
all types of loss events. It allows detailed analysis of claims and
loss events from different angles. For example, these measures
allow the reporting of claims relevant to major disaster or weather
events to official insurance bodies and re-insurers
Marine Claim Handling Analysis - Measures the number of
ship claims, total claim amount, reinsurance and third-party
recovery.
Maritime Loss Event Analysis - Analyzes maritime loss events.
P&C Claims and Premiums by Risk Group - Accident Year Basis
Analysis - Low-level reporting of claims and premiums on an
accident year basis.
P&C Claims and Premiums by Risk Group - Underwriting Year
Basis Analysis - Low-level reporting of claims and premiums on an
underwriting year basis.

P&C Claims, Expenses and Technical Provisions
- Accident Year Basis Analysis - Aggregate-level analysis of the
claim’s activity. Reported on an accident-year basis, i.e. showing
claims activity in the current financial year arising from (1) incidents
in the current financial year and (2) incidents from previous financial
years but where claims were handled in the current financial year
(the year being analyzed)
P&C Net Claims and Premiums - Accident Year Basis Analysis Premiums and Claims detailed on a year-by-year basis of the
occurrence of the accident upon which each claim is based.
Year-to-Date Claims Comparison Analysis - Allows the
comparison of number of claims, claim payments and estimates
between different periods.

Cost and Performance Management
Asset Management KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators of the modeled organization’s asset
management activities, to grow revenue.
Asset Management KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes the
key performance indicators of the modeled organization’s asset
management activities, to improve profit margin.
Asset Management KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes the
key performance indicators of the modeled organization’s asset
management activities, to optimize capital efficiency and manage
enterprise risk.

Billing and Collection Analysis - Analyzes billing and collection.
Billing and Collection KPI for Growth Analysis
- Analyzes the key performance indicators for the modeled
organization’s billing and collection activities, to grow revenue.
Billing and Collection KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the modeled organization’s
billing and collection activities, to improve profit margin.
Billing and Collection KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the modeled organization’s
billing and collection activities, to optimize capital efficiency and
manage enterprise risk.
Business Activity Performance Analysis - Analyzes the
effectiveness and efficiency that the modeled organization achieves
in performing its business activities.
Contract Management KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the modeled organization’s contract
management activities, to grow revenue.

Cost Analysis - Analyzes total costs of the company per line of
business.
Customer Service KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators of the modeled organization’s customer
service activities, to grow revenue.
Customer Service KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes the
key performance indicators of the modeled organization’s customer
service activities, to improve profit margin.
Customer service KPI for optimization analysis - Analyze the key
performance indicators of the modelled organization's customer
service activities, to optimize capital efficiency and manage
enterprise risk.
Investment Performance Analysis – Analyzes the effectiveness
and efficiency that the modeled organization achieves in performing
the asset management processes and activities for managing
investments.

Contract management KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the modeled organization’s
contract management activities, to improve profit margin.

Long Term Benefit Payment KPI for Growth Analysis Analyzes the key performance indicators of the modeled
organization’s benefit payment activities for Long-Term (Life
and pensions) Insurance, to grow revenue.

Contract Management KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the modeled organization’s
contract management activities, to optimize capital efficiency and
manage enterprise risk.

Long Term Benefit Payment KPI for Improvement Analysis
- Analyzes the key performance indicators of the modeled
organization’s benefit payment activities for Long-Term (Life and
pensions) Insurance, to improve profit margin.

Long Term Benefit Payment KPI for Optimization Analysis
- Analyzes the key performance indicators of the modeled
organization’s benefit payment activities for Long-Term (Life and
pensions) Insurance, to optimize capital efficiency and manage
enterprise risk.
Marketing KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the marketing processes, to grow
revenue.
Marketing KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the marketing processes, to improve
profit margin.
Marketing KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the marketing processes, to optimize
capital efficiency and manage enterprise risk.
Overall Performance Analysis - Trend analysis of key
performance indicators of the insurance company.
Overall Profitability Analysis for P&C (Ratio Basis) - The
overall profitability analysis of the company from a ratio
perspective.
Product Development KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the product development processes, to
grow revenue.

Product Development KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the product development
processes, to improve profit margin.
Product Development KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the product development
processes, to optimize capital efficiency and manage enterprise
risk.
P&C Claim KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the claim’s management activities for
P&C insurance, to grow revenue.
P&C Claim KPI for Improvement Analysis Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the claim management activities for P&C
insurance, to improve profit margin.
P&C Claim KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the claim’s management activities for
P&C insurance, to optimize capital efficiency and manage enterprise
risk.
Sales and Distribution KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the sales and distribution processes, to
grow revenue.
Sales and Distribution KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the sales and distribution
processes, to improve profit margin.

Sales and Distribution KPI for Optimization Analysis - Analyzes
the key performance indicators for the sales and distribution
processes, to optimize capital efficiency and manage enterprise
risk.
Underwriting KPI for Growth Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the underwriting processes, to grow
revenue.
Underwriting KPI for Improvement Analysis - Analyzes the key
performance indicators for the underwriting processes, to
improve profit margin.
Underwriting KPI for optimization analysis - Analysis of the key
performance indicators for the underwriting processes, to optimize
capital efficiency and manage enterprise risk.

Customer Experience Management
Campaign analysis by customer - A measure of campaign
success from the customer perspective and the premiums
earned from each category.
Campaign answer analysis - The campaign answer analysis
records measures related to answers to questionnaires sent out by
a campaign.
Campaign communication analysis - Campaign communication
analysis records measures related to communications generated by
a marketing campaign.

Campaign contact analysis - The campaign contact analysis
records measures related to outbound and inbound contacts
executed in a campaign.
Campaign cost analysis - The campaign cost analysis records
measures related to the variable cost of the outbound and inbound
contacts executed in a campaign.
Campaign installment analysis - Analysis of installments in all
contracts and of additional installments resulting from marketing
campaigns, as a function of policyholder profile and financial
product.
Campaign profitability analysis - The campaign profitability
analysis records measures related to the revenues generated by a
campaign as well as the costs associated with it.
Campaign sales analysis - The campaign sales analysis records
measures related to sales generated by a campaign, in terms of
number of sold policies, generated revenue, total sum insured, and
total commission paid out to agents.
Reinvestment analysis - Analysis of reinvestment in investment
contracts, which may or may not result from marketing
campaigns, as a function of policyholder profile.
Customer interaction analysis - To evaluate the interaction
between customers and the insurer and the services levels being
achieved. This includes all types of customer paper, electronic or
digital interactions such as paper-based communications, calls

from a call center, mobile, email, online web requests or chat
conversations.
Customer profitability analysis - Analysis of profitability
measurements at customer level (individual, household).
Customer satisfaction analysis - Analysis of measurements
related to the customer satisfaction.
Household policy volume analysis - The household policy
analysis records measures related to the number of policies held
by a household, total written premium and monthly written
premium.
Investment contract analysis - Analysis of investment contracts in
monetary funds and unit- linked funds. Analysis of correlation
between allocation of savings at a given point in time as a function
of policyholder profile and type of underlying investment vehicle.
Policy event analysis - Analysis of events affecting the policy, as
a function of policyholder profile, contact method and type of
contract.
Policyholder behavior analysis - Analysis of contracts held
by the policyholder as well as movements made by the
policyholder in each contract.
Policy persistency analysis - Persistency trend analysis to
improve the way the company runs the business daily.

CRM event analysis - The CRM event analysis records measures
related to a number of CRM events in the lifecycle of
customers/prospects (marriage, new child, new customer).
Customer prospect optimization analysis - Analysis of the
efficiency of acquiring new customers.
Customer risk analysis - Analysis of measurements related to risk
factors.
Household value analysis - The household policy analysis records
measures related to the number of policies held by a household,
number of people in the household, number of adults, number of
children, number of cars.
Insurer customer lifetime value analysis - This subject area
defines the measures required to analyze customer lifetime
value data from the shareholders and management point of
view of customers or specified customer segments that have
added to their business or could add in the future to optimize
total projected earnings. From the point of view for a mutual
company, the criteria may not be profit, it may be the
contribution to fixed expenses.
Person citation analysis - The person citation analysis records
measures related to the person’s citations.
Policyholder customer lifetime value analysis - This subject
area defines the measures required to analyze customer
lifetime value from the policyholder’s point of view allows the
company to optimize the perceived value of the products
offered.

Social media activity analysis - This analytic requirement
analyzes insight from social media activity related to the subject
of interest or the market audience for the insurance product the
insurer is targeting. It includes measures related to the type of
social media activity generated by online advertising campaigns
and how effective this type of advertising is converting into new
business leads or issuance of new policies.
Social media persona analysis - To analyze a social media persona
that is of interest to the insurer.
Customer retention - Customer persistency analysis Persistency
trend analysis at customer and policyholder level.
Customer retention analysis - Analysis of measurements related to
the loyalty of the customer.
New business volume analysis - Analysis of profitability of
Life, Pensions and Investment business by performing trend
sales analysis.
Surrender Analysis - Analyzes surrender events on investment
contracts, as a function of policyholder profile and underlying
investment vehicle.
Switching analysis - Analyzes fund switching on investment
contracts, as a function of policyholder profile, type of product
and underlying investment vehicle.

Data Protection Analysis
Data subject access request analysis - This business area
concerns monitoring and analysis of the number of requests by
type with associated response times and outcomes.
Data subject agreement status analysis - An analysis of the status
of consents and other agreements regarding use of data and
associated restrictions for personal data that is controlled by the
organization.
Governed data activity cost analysis - This business area concerns
monitoring and analysis of costs associated with retention of data
and compliance with data protection regulations.
Governed data revenue opportunity analysis - This business area
concerns monitoring and analysis of real and potential income
associated with use of data internally and associated revenues from
3rd parties.
Personal data breach analysis - An analysis that focuses on data
breaches and measures related to handling of these breaches.
Personal data protection risk assessments analysis This business
area concerns monitoring and analysis of Internal / external
assessments, fail rates, employee data protection education.

Digital Insight

Intermediary Performance

Digital claim analysis - This subject area defines the measures that
are required to analyze digital data for claim events. This can help
identify emerging trends so that the claims function can react to the
situations as they emerge.

Agency Continuous Professional Development Analysis Monitors continuous professional development (CPD) of agents
through training. This also allows the identification of training
gaps.

Digital policy analysis - This subject area defines the measures that
are required to analyze digital data for existing policyholders.

Agent Achievements Against Internal Performance Benchmark
Analysis - Analyzes an agent’s performance in terms of production,
business quality, timeliness in processing applications and level of
service. The results per agent are compared against internal agent
performance benchmarks defined by the insurance company. These
are the typical requirements for an agent to be awarded entry to the
higher levels of internal recognition within the sales force.

This can help identify emerging changes in policyholder behavior,
feedback and needs, how they are interacting with the service. This
requirement is looking to monitor customer behavior to get an
understanding of how they are using and responding to the service
and if their changing needs are changing what the service should
provide.
Digital quote analysis - This subject area defines the measures that
are required to analyze digital data for digital quotations. This can
help identify customer personas and how they are responding
positively to social media campaigns. The focus is to look at how
applicants responds to key words in social media campaigns so they
can change or become more targeted in the social media messaging
to attract more customers.
Digital renewal analysis - This subject area defines the measures
that are required to analyze digital data for renewal quotations. The
focus is on providing a holistic view of the policy and claims
characteristics and on understanding the customer’s perspective
on renewal.

Agent Training Analysis - Tracks the professional development of
agents via their performance in examinations, number of training
hours and types of courses taken. It also analyzes the profitability of
the courses conducted and assesses the training needs and
preferences of agents through their response to courses.
New Business Volume Analysis - Analyzes profitability of
Life, Pensions and Investment business by performing trend
sales analysis.
Agency Manpower Profile Analysis - Analyzes the insurer’s agency
force according to their personal profile and professional
competency levels achieved.

Agent Performance Based on Competency Analysis- Analyzes
agents’ performance and competencies based on a range of key
performance indicators. This analysis is performed to identify
training gaps.
Customer Feedback on Intermediaries Analysis - Analyzes
information received from customers about the performance of
intermediaries, whether positive or negative.
Intermediary Persistency Analysis - Analyzes the efficiency of
intermediaries in terms of quality and conservation of business.
Intermediary Sales Performance Analysis - Analyzes sales
performance in terms of commission, premium and case count.
Market Analysis - Analyzes market trends.
Non-life Insurance Distribution Channel Value Creation
Analysis - Analyzes business value generated by different types
of distribution channels (for example, agents, brokers, direct) in
Non-life insurance. The tree structure of its measures, combined
with its Time dimension (reference year), allows an easier
identification of the amounts that trigger the difference of
business value from year to year.
Policy Delivery Analysis - Analyzes new policies that are delivered
to customers by the intermediary. It analyzes the speed of delivery
of policy documents and when they are not delivered at all.

Investment Management Reporting
Investment analysis - Measures the valuation and risk
associated with assets including all types of investments properties and participations, structured products, loans, bank
deposits and deposits relating to reinsurance accepted.
Structured products analysis - Analysis of structured products
considering their characteristics including collateral, security,
returns, risk factors, type of structured product and asset
identification.
Derivatives analysis - Derivatives investments related measures for
derivative contracts in existence during the reporting period
independently of those having been closed prior to the reporting
date.
Return on investments analysis - Measures asset
profitability in order to assess investment performance by
asset category.
Investment funds look through analysis - Look- through
approach on investment funds analyzing asset portfolio to
assess investment risk.
Securities lending and repos analysis - Measures exposures to
repurchase agreements (repos) and securities lending
operations.

Assets held as collateral analysis - Measures valuation and risks
associated with assets held as for collateral not on the balance
sheet.

Life Insurance
Life insurance exposure analysis - This subject area defines
measures and dimensions required for reporting on potential
exposures across both permanent and term life insurance
products. It provides an analysis of the institutions’ exposures
based on policy face value, age and smoker status.
Life insurance and annuity premium and new business analysis This subject area analyses life Insurance and annuity policy
premium income across a range of measures and dimensions
looking at gross, reinsurance and net premium values. It also
provides analysis of any new policy business in a given time period
and the associated premiums generated.
Life insurance and annuity claims analysis - This subject area
defines the measures and dimensions for analyzing life Insurance
and annuity policy claims across a range of options, such as, death,
maturity, surrender, periodic and lump sum payments.
Life insurance unit linked funds’ performance analysis - This
subject area defines measures and dimensions for analyzing life
insurance unit linked fund performance.
Life insurance needs approach analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required to report on the immediate and long-term
financial needs of dependents of a life insurance policyholder. These

measures estimate the expenses to be paid upon the death of the
policyholder, such as, funeral expenses, probate fees, legal fees and
estate taxes. In addition, it analyses, calculates and reports the
future financial needs and estimates any additional required life
insurance.
Life insurance fees and commission analysis - This subject area
defines the measures and dimensions for analyzing life Insurance
fees and commission information.

Product Management
Auto Premium Payment Analysis - Measures policy component
payments - premium income - and interest income gained from
investment of premium in money markets.
Business volume analysis - Analyzes measures related to written
premium, sum insured and investment value. This analysis can be
used to look at the business volume across a company's portfolio
Health products profitability analysis - The profitability of
healthcare insurance products is based on the gross profit obtained
by comparing the premium and claim amounts

Risk Management
Admissible Assets Analysis - Analyzes the insurer’s assets. In
Financial Reporting, one form must be completed for each
category of assets.

Auto Coverage Risk Period Analysis - Analyzes exposure-to-risk
for a specific policy, coverage and vehicle. Risk periods are
constrained by the criteria such as maximum time period,
maximum of one accident, premium per unit time constant.
Coverage component valuation analysis - Valuates a life or longterm insurance policy coverage through a set of measures
calculated at an effective valuation date and on a specific valuation
basis. A Coverage Component Valuation is related to one policy
coverage and, indirectly, to one insurance product component that
underpins a coverage / benefit. A policy coverage may have several
instances of Coverage Component Valuations related to it at the
same time (same valuation date), each instance being calculated
on a specific valuation basis.
Credit Contract Analysis - Analyzes credit contracts and use of
credit as a function of policyholder profile and financial product.
Credit Withdrawal Analysis - Analyzes credit withdrawals
and use of credit as a function of policyholder profile and
financial product.
Debt Flow Analysis -Analyzes debt related ratios. The use of debt
can improve returns to stockholders in good years and increase
their losses in bad years. Debt generally represents a fixed cost of
financing.
Financial Risk Analysis - Includes the risk of a possible change in
one or more of a specified interest rate, financial instrument price,
commodity price, foreign exchange rate, index of prices or rates,

credit rating or credit index. The most important components of
this financial risk are interest rate risk, equity price risk, currency
risk and credit risk.
Health business volume analysis - The health business volume
analysis focuses on new and in-force business in the specific
domain of the health insurance portfolio.
Health sales performance analysis - The sales performance of the
healthcare insurance line-of-business is analyzed by comparing the
planned numbers and amounts of premiums and claims to their
corresponding actual numbers and amounts.
Insurance products cash flow analysis - Analysis of inflows and
outflows of cash for all contracts, as a function of the type of
financial movement.
Insurance Risk Analysis - Insurance risk relates to the uncertainty
on the frequency, severity and time to payment of future claims and
associated expenses. Also called underwriting or liability risk, its
definition strongly depends on the specific character of the
insurance product. The different sources of insurance risk are: Model and parameter uncertainty (including the risk of parameters
that change in time, such as uncertainty due to mortality trends or
changes in legislation) - Volatility risk - Extreme event risk
(catastrophes). Insurance risk also includes risks/uncertainty due to
policyholder behavior once the insurance contract has come into
force
Interest Rate Risk Analysis - Analyzes the exposure of an asset or
liability to market fluctuations in the level of interest rates.

Particularly important is the impact of changes in the level of
interest rates in long-term insurance and investment contracts
with guaranteed and fixed terms and long-term insurance and
contracts with discretionary participatory features (DPF); longterm insurance and investment contracts without fixed terms (unitlinked); and borrowings and other financial assets (for example,
interest rate swaps)
Liquidity Risk Analysis - Analyzes the potential that the Financial
services company can be unable to meet its obligations because of
a timing mismatch between asset and liability cash flow patterns.
The insurer is exposed to daily calls on its available resources
mainly from claims arising from short term insurance contracts
Maritime Coverage Risk Period Analysis - An analysis period of
exposure-to-risk for a specific policy, coverage and ship. Risk
periods are constrained by the criteria such as maximum time
period, maximum of one accident, premium per unit time constant.
Market Risk Analysis - Evaluates the risk that the economic
position of the company is affected by the performance of the
financial markets. It includes the potential effects on the actual
values of the assets and the liabilities (and therefore on the
volatility of the surplus) as well as the potential effects on the level
of the insurance liability cash flows through profit-sharing
arrangements. Market risk includes inflation risk as far as inflation
can affect future insurance liabilities (indexation) and expenses.
Specific issues such as guarantees and embedded financial options,
potential effects on policyholder behavior and management

discretion applied in performance-linked profit sharing should also
be addressed.
New Business for LT insurance Analysis - Detailed breakdown of
new business by a range of dimensions.
Operational Risk Analysis - Analyzes the financial institution’s
operational risk loss events, the total exposure, loss insurance
amounts, write-offs and other adjustments, in order to determine
the actual impact on the financial institution’s capital. The risk of
loss results from inadequate or failed internal processes, people
and systems or from external events
Policy valuation analysis - Valuates a life or long- term
insurance policy, summarized over all coverages / benefits that a
policy contains.
Profit and Loss (Non-Technical Account) Analysis- The Profit and
Loss account as derived within the Financial Reporting function.
Property and casualty premiums accident year basis analysisAnnual reporting of gross premiums, subdividing earned, unearned
and reinsurers' shares.
Property and casualty premiums claims and expenses
underwriting year basis analysis - Premiums, Claims and Expenses
detailed on a year-by-year basis of the year in which the policy was
underwritten.(underwriting year and month) Gross premiums
written in an underwriting year must be the amount of such
premiums arising in respect of contracts of insurance incepting

during that underwriting year, whether they are received during that
underwriting year. – Where an amount is required to be shown for
claims in respect of an underwriting year, that amount must be
determined based on claims arising under contracts of insurance
incepting during that underwriting year
Regulatory Information Analysis - Analyzes regulatory
information and restrictions from a regulatory body. It can lead to
increase/decrease of total premium income of the insurance
company.
Risk Pricing Analysis - Measures claims (for example, claim
frequency, claim severity) and policies (for example, earned
premium) and the estimates generated as part of the
Generalized Linear Model.
Underwriting Analysis - Analyzes contracts and coverages
underwritten, as a function of customer profile, marketing
campaigns, product and coverage profile, intermediary profile
and commission profile.
Valuation Analysis for Financial Instruments - The actuarial
valuation process, typically conducted once per year, which governs
the distribution of surplus, declaration of profits and measurability
against the statutory solvency requirements. The valuation is
conducted once per ‘fund or part of fund for which a surplus is
determined’, which can be an individually- marketed fund or an
asset category (for example, with-profit, non-profit) and aggregated
for these other analyses

Sales Forecasting
Cross-Selling Forecasting Analysis - Measures the probability of
success for a targeted customer, as well as the written premium,
acquisition cost and discounted profit associated to a cross-sold
policy. That is, the measures related to the forecasted
performance of targeted marketing campaigns, using the customer
segments identified by the data mining algorithm and the
propensity scores to cross-buy for each targeted customer.
Economic Data Analysis - Analyzes management input and
sales plans to achieve the insurance company’s objectives
Management Initiatives Analysis - Analyzes management
input and sales plans to achieve the insurance company’s
objectives
Non-life (P&C) Sales Performance Analysis - Analyzes policy
sales, in terms of new business, renewals and endorsements
Sales Forecast Analysis - Analyzes and compares market and
company forecasted measures, in terms of policy volumes,
premium income, market share and growth rate.

Segmentation Discovery and Management
Auto Policy Volume Analysis - Analyzes auto policy volume in terms
of earned premium, written premium and so on.
Cross-sell Strategy Analysis - Analyzes written premium for active
policy components. This analysis identifies the best cross-sell
marketing strategy according to estimated potential revenues.
Marine Policy Volume Analysis - Analyzes maritime policy
volumes in terms of earned premium, written premium and so on.

Solvency Reporting
Capital Adequacy Analysis for With-Profits
Business - Calculates a regulatory surplus for with-profits business,
which is compared with the newly introduced realistic surplus. This
is known as the Twin Peaks approach to capital adequacy. The
amount by which the regulatory surplus exceeds the realistic
surplus is called the With-Profits Insurance Capital Component
(WPICC). The WPICC is then used to calculate the Enhanced Capital
Requirement (ECR) which is compared with the traditional Minimum
Capital Requirement (MCR). The higher of the MCR and ECR is the
Pillar 1 Capital Resources Requirement (CRR).
Effect of Financial Engineering on Solvency Analysis - Covers the
potential impact of financial engineering on a long-term (such as
life/health) insurer. Financial engineering is the process of
employing mathematical finance and computer modeling skills to
make pricing, hedging, trading and portfolio management decisions.

Utilizing various derivative securities and other methods, financial
engineering aims to precisely control the financial risk an entity
takes on. Methods can be employed to take on unlimited risks under
certain events, or eliminate other risks by utilizing combinations of
derivative and other securities
Equalization Provisions Analysis - Calculates equalization
provisions for the current financial year.
Equalization Provisions Technical Account - Accident Year
Basis Analysis - Technical account information for the
equalization provision, using the accident year accounting
approach.
Equalization Provisions Technical Account - Underwriting Year
Basis Analysis - Technical account information for the equalization
provision, using the underwriting year accounting approach.
Expenses for IT insurance Analysis - Detailed breakdown of
business expenses by a range of dimensions.
Fixed and Variable Interest Assets Analysis for LT insurance Analyzes the part of the insurer’s assets represented by fixed and
variable interest assets. One form must be completed for each
category of assets (for example, With-profits, Unit-linked, P&C) and
one summary form for the whole company.
Index-linked Assets Analysis for IT insurance - A statement, for
each index-linked fund, of the assets, liabilities and gross
derivative value of the fund.

Internal Linked Funds Unit Price Analysis for IT insurance - A
statement, for each internal unit-linked fund, of the assets, charges
and change in value between the present valuation and the last.
Liabilities analysis for property and casualty non-life insurance
- Analyzes all the liabilities of the business, comparing the current
financial year with the previous year, and linking through to the
Profit and Loss and Solvency statements
Liabilities and Margins Analysis for IT insurance
- Calculates and aggregates all the liabilities and margins which
relate to long-term insurance. It is used as part of the Profitability
and Solvency returns. One analysis per category of assets (including
with profit, unit linked, non-profit, stakeholder)
Linked Funds Balance Sheet Analysis - IT insurance - Analyzes
linked funds and unit liability.
Mathematical Reserves Analysis for IT insurance - Summarizes
the mathematical reserves, calculated from four sub-groups:
direct business (meaning all retail insurance conducted through
whatever channel), Reinsurance accepted (external), Reinsurance
accepted (Intra-Group), Reinsurance ceded and net of
reinsurance. The figures are all produced under individual analysis
subject areas and summarized in this subject area. One form must
be completed for each category of assets (for example, Withprofits, Unit-linked) and one summary form for the whole
company.
Net Assets Analysis - Models the Statement of Net Assets for an
insurer’s Financial Reporting returns. This brings together the two

Admissible Assets Analysis forms, one for long-term business and
one for the rest.
Non-Linked Assets Analysis for IT insurance - Analyzes the
insurer’s assets not used to back linked or unit-linked funds, i.e.
assets which back the with- profit and non-profit funds.
Profit and Loss Analysis for P&C Insurance - Technical Account Financial returns showing the key business measures (premiums,
claims and expenses) and a final figure for transfer to the Profit and
Loss account. Figures are reported on an accident year basis: first
for activity based on the current year’s underwriting, then
adjustments for previous years (activity this year based on
underwriting done in previous years), followed by any adjustment
from underwriting year accounting as opposed to accident year
accounting.
P&C Technical Provisions - Underwriting Year Basis Analysis Analyzes claims and provisions, based upon the year in which the
policy giving rise to the claim was underwritten.
Revenue Account for Internal Linked Funds - IT insurance Analyzes income and expenditure for internal linked funds and
unit liability.
Revenue Account for IT insurance - Income and Expenditure for
the financial year, compared with the previous year. One form for
the whole business and one for each fund category.
Solvency Analysis for IT insurance - Calculates the Required
Minimum Margin of solvency for insurers conducting long-term

insurance business (Life and Pensions), including any supplementary
Accident and Sickness Insurance carried by them. The calculation
involves breaking down the business into the different classes of
business which carry different solvency margins
Solvency analysis for property and casualty non-life insurance Statutory calculations required to demonstrate the solvency of the
business. It is based on the assets of the business, the premiums
received, and the claims paid - all subject to various adjustments as
defined by the regulators.
Solvency Analysis for Supplementary Accident and Sickness
Insurance - Within the Solvency Calculations for long-term
insurance, there is a calculation for supplementary Accident and
Sickness insurance offered by Life Companies. The calculation
mirrors, in a simpler form, the solvency calculations for General
Insurance
Statement of Solvency for All Lines of Business - Statutory
calculations required to demonstrate the solvency of the business.
Is based on the assets of the business, the premiums received, and
the claims paid - all subject to various adjustments as defined by
the regulators. This analytical subject area covers both the general
insurance business and the long- term insurance business and
serves as the overall statement of Solvency.
Summary of New Business for IT insurance - Analyzes linked
funds and unit liability. Summarizes the analysis of New Business
by fund type.
Summary of Premiums and Claims - P&C Insurance

- A high-level report of premiums, claims and provisions by class of
business according to statutory reporting requirements.
Valuation Analysis by Contract and Business for IT insurance Summarizes the valuation and reserve position for each asset
category for all contracts within the long-term insurance fund,
subdivided into twenty lower-level analyzes in a four-by-five twodimensional structure as follows
Valuation Interest Rate Analysis for IT insurance - Analyzes the
valuation interest rate for each long- term insurance fund which
contains non-linked business, though smaller funds can be excluded
as appropriate.
With-Profits Funds – Pay-outs on Maturity Analysis - Tabulates
the insurer’s standard pay-outs and benefits for with-profits policies
that continue to maturity (or, in the event of Pensions, to normal
retirement) against a specified set of criteria.
With-Profits Funds – Pay-outs on Surrender Analysis - Tabulates
the insurer’s standard pay-outs and benefits for with-profits
policies that are surrendered before maturity against a specified set
of criteria.
With-Profits Funds - Realistic Balance Sheet Analysis Calculates the Realistic Surplus, the second of the Twin Peaks
of capital adequacy for with-profits insurance funds, along
with the Regulatory Surplus. The Realistic Surplus seeks to
allow for future payments to policyholders which are in effect

inevitable, but which have historically not been included in
capital adequacy calculations.

SOLVENCY II Reporting
QRT Balance Sheet
Balance sheet analysis - Measures balance sheet items of a ‘solo’
insurance undertaking (not a group).
Off balance sheet collateral analysis - Measures off-balance
sheet collateral items for assets held or pledged to secure a debt
in case of default
Off balance sheet contingent liabilities analysis
- Measures off-balance sheet contingent liabilities detailing
liabilities that may or not be incurred by the undertaking depending
on future events.
Off balance sheet guarantees analysis - Measures off-balance
sheet guarantee items for off-balance guarantees which could
impact the financial position of the undertaking, if realized.
Asset and liability analysis by currency - Measures assets and
liability balance sheet items on BS-C1 (for SII balance sheet only),
but at a less granular level. This information should only be
provided when foreign currencies (i.e. currencies other than the
reporting one, including Euro if reporting currency is other than
Euro) are material in the balance sheet proposed materiality
threshold.

QRT Cover and Country
Premiums and claims analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required for detailing claims and written premiums by
line of business. Information should be provided for 5 major
countries by amount of gross premiums written.
Expenses analysis - This subject area defines the measures
required for life and non-life expenses paid by line of business.
Information should be provided for 5 major countries by amount of
gross premiums written. Criterion for country depends on
localization of risk (similar to TP-E1 & F1) and not where business
is underwritten (similar to Country - K1). For quarterly reporting,
expenses paid are the total of administrative expenses, investment
management expenses, claims management expenses, acquisition
expenses and overhead expenses.
Activity by country and class analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required for detailing premiums written, claims paid
and commission, by country and class, as required in art. 159 of
Solvency II directive. The localization of business by country
depends on where the business is underwritten. The report also
covers material for non-EEA jurisdictions (operating under branch).

QRT Group
Assessment of undertakings under group
supervision analysis - This subject area defines the measures
required for statutory reporting (for solvency supervision purposes)
and provides insight into the undertakings under group supervision

as defined in Article 212 (c) of Directive 2009/138/EC to allow
assessment of the level of influence by the group supervisor, and
then inclusion or not into the scope of group supervision.
Group solvency and own funds analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required for statutory reporting (for solvency
supervision purposes) and provides insight into the solvency capital
requirements, minimum capital requirements and eligible own
funds of solo entities within the group reporting structure.
Other regulated financial entities SCR own funds analysis - This
subject area defines the measures required for statutory reporting
(for solvency supervision purposes) and provides insight into other
regulated financial entities and other non-regulated financial
entities including insurance holding companies.
Contributions to group technical provisions analysis - This subject
area defines the measures required for statutory reporting (for
solvency supervision purposes) and provides insight into the
technical provisions for all (re)insurance undertakings included in
balance sheet at a group level.
Equity debt or asset transfer IGT transactions - This subject
area defines the measures required for statutory reporting (for
solvency supervision purposes) and provides insight into
significant intra group transactions involving capital, assets and
liabilities. This includes the following types of transactions:
- equity and other capital items including participations in
related entities and transfer shares of related entities of the
group

- transfer of debt including bonds, loans, collaterized debt, and
other transactions of similar nature
- other asset transfer such as transfer of properties and transfer of
shares of other companies unrelated (i.e. outside) to the group; that
might result in capital/cash support within the group and have a
material impact on the balance sheets of the entities concerned.
IGT derivatives analysis - This subject area defines the measures
required for statutory reporting (for solvency supervision purposes)
and provides insight into all significant inter group transactions
involving derivatives. This includes guarantees that might result in a
capital / cash support or risk mitigation within the group and would
have an impact on the balance sheet of the entities involved. Only
transactions above a threshold determined by the group supervisor
are included. IGT should include any in-force transactions at the
start of the reporting period; or any transactions incepted during
the reporting period and outstanding at the reporting date; and
finally, any transactions incepted and expired/matured during the
reporting period.
Group reinsurance intra transaction analysis - This subject
area defines the measures required for statutory reporting (for
solvency supervision purposes) and provides insight into the
reinsurance activities between entities within the group
reporting structure.
Intra group transactions capital analysis
- This subject area defines the measures required for statutory
reporting (for solvency supervision purposes) and provides insight
into all significant inter group transactions to assess the

interconnectivity of capital, assets and liabilities within the group. In
particular, the inter group transactions for Internal Cost Sharing,
Contingent Liabilities (other than derivatives) and any other type of
Off-Balance Sheet Items or IGT are covered.
Risk concentration analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required for statutory reporting (for solvency supervision
purposes) and provides insight into the concentration of risk to
which the group under supervision is exposed. The aim is to list the
most important exposure (net maximum exposure) by counterparty
(group or/and entity) outside the scope of the re/insurance group
(maximum exposure per contract and if a re-insurer fails; off balance
sheet risk concentration).
Group profit and loss analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required for supervisory reporting about the overall
profit and loss of the company. The purpose is to monitor and
assess the developments in the profitability of the sector from a
balance sheet perspective, i.e. in addition to the profitability of
the technical accounts and the investments.
Group lapses life business analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required for supervisory reporting about the overall
evolution in lapse rates for life business. The purpose is to have
an indicator for the potential liquidity drain due to policyholder
behavior.

QRT Life Technical Provisions
Life technical provisions analysis - Measures
life and health SLT technical provisions of a ‘solo’ insurance
undertaking covering all life-related Lines of Business. The
segmentation should reflect nature of the risks underlying the
contract (substance), rather than the legal form of the contract
(form).
Life best estimate geographic analysis - Measures the best
estimate for life and health SLT (Similar-to- life techniques) on a
geographical basis for a ‘solo’ insurance undertaking. The
applicable materiality threshold for country specific reporting is 5
percent of a given line of business or 1 percent of all Life technical
provision with remainder allocated to ‘other-EEA’ or ‘other-nonEEA’.
Future cash flows best estimate life - Measures the projected
future cash flows for life business for best estimates providing an
overview of the timing of future cash flows used for calculation of
gross best estimate.
Life obligations analysis - Analysis of life insurance obligations
based on a product approach which enables disclosure of
characteristics that would not be apparent at a line-of-business
level.
Variable rate annuities analysis - Analysis of variable rate
annuity portfolios including measures associated with guarantees
and hedging.

Annuities and life like liabilities analysis - Analysis of life-like
annuities for direct products only and excludes life products and
includes non-life and non- SLT Health annuities.

QRT Minimum Capital Requirements
MCR analysis - Measures supporting the statutory calculations
required to determine the minimum level of capital that an insurance
undertaking must hold in order to avoid the ultimate regulatory
action of close to new business and portfolio run-off or transfer.
Covers the overall calculation prescribed for the calculation of the
Minimum Capital Requirement, for a composite and non-composite
‘solo’ insurance undertaking (not a group/parent).

QRT Non-Life Technical Provisions
Overall technical provisions non-life analysis - Analysis of
non-life technical provisions to better understand their valuation
and monitor risk associated.
Projection of future cash flows analysis - This subject area
defines the measures required for supervisory reporting of the
timing of future cash flows expected to settle insurance
obligations. This template applies only to Best Estimates.
Non-life claims paid analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required for supervisory reporting of an insurer’s
estimate of the cost of claims (under solvency ii valuation
principle) for each accident / underwriting year and

development year and how this estimate develops over time in
run off triangles. For claims status: Claims paid.
Non-life best estimate claims provisions analysis - This subject
area defines the measures required for supervisory reporting of an
insurer’s estimate of the cost of claims (under solvency ii valuation
principle) for each accident / underwriting year and development
year and how this estimate develops over time in run off triangles.
For claims status: Best estimate of claims provisions.
Non-life RBNS claims analysis - Analysis for supervisory
reporting of an insurer’s estimate of the cost of claims (under
solvency ii valuation principle) for each accident or
underwriting year and development year and how this
estimate develops over time in run off triangles. Reporting in
respect of claim events that have happened and reported to
the insurer, but have not yet been settled, excluding IBNR
(incurred but not reported claims).
Non-Life claims inflation rates analysis - Measures required for
supervisory reporting of an insurer’s inflation rates used for
adjusting the data of non-life insurance claims information. This is
applicable only for the methods that consider inflation to adjust
data.
Loss profile non-life analysis - Measures required for supervisory
reporting of loss exposure statistics for every non-life insurer
(including non SLT Health).
Underwriting peak risk analysis - Measures required for
supervisory reporting of an insurer’s individual and market wide

risk profile (peak risks) for underwriting risks and the
corresponding net retention that are irregular in terms of size.
The template shall be filled by the non-life insurer only for direct
business and shows the 20 biggest underwriting risks.
Underwriting mass risk analysis - Measures required for
supervisory reporting of an insurer’s undertaking’s and market
wide risk profile (mass risks) for underwriting risks. The template
shall be filled by the non-life insurer only for direct business.

QRT Own Funds
Adjustment for participations analysis - Measures for
adjustment associated with participations in credit and financial
institutions.
Adjustment for ring fenced funds - Measures for SCR adjustments
for ring-fenced funds.
Ancillary own funds analysis - Measures details of ancillary own
funds items.
Ancillary own funds movements - Analysis of ancillary own
funds movements.
Basic own analysis - Analysis of basic own funds items for a
‘solo’ insurance undertaking,
Group available and eligible own funds analysis - Analysis of total
available and eligible own funds at group level.

Group non available own funds analysis - Analysis of nonavailable own funds at group level.
Initial fund movements for mutual undertakings - Detailed
analysis of movements related to the initial fund members’
contributions or the equivalent basic own-fund item for mutual and
mutual-type undertakings.
Ordinary share capital analysis - Measure required for statutory
reporting (for solvency supervision purposes) of
- ordinary share capital,
- movements in ordinary share capital during the
reporting period,
- movements related to share premium account.
Other approved own funds analysis - Analysis of details of other
own funds items approved by the relevant supervisor which are
not listed elsewhere
Other approved own funds movements - Summary level analysis
of measures relating to other own funds items which have been
approved by the relevant supervisor and not listed elsewhere. The
measures relate to movements in these own funds’ items and
categorization by capital allocation tier.
Preference shares detail analysis - Analysis of details of
preference shares in the context of own funds.

Preference shares movements and summary - Summary level
details of preference shares capital allocation tier and movements
in preference shares.
Subordinated liabilities analysis - Detailed analysis of
subordinated liabilities in the context of own funds.
Subordinated liabilities movements and summary - Summary
level details of subordinated liabilities capital allocation tier and
movements in subordinated liabilities.
Subordinated MMA movements and summary
- Summary level details and movements of subordinated mutual
member accounts (MMA).
Subordinated mutual member accounts analysis
- Summary details of subordinated mutual member accounts
(MMA).
Total available and eligible own funds - Details of total
available and eligible own funds of a ‘solo’ insurance
undertaking.

QRT Reinsurance
Non-life facultative reinsurance analysis - Analysis of the Insurer’s
facultative reinsurance arrangements for non-life business (e.g. in
cases where risk(s), accepted as direct business do not fit in the
regular policy acceptance and could only be accepted where part of
the risk is re-insured facultatively). Where a selected risk is made up

of different policies or reinsurance placements, the undertaking
must supply details including each policy / placement and contribute
to the selection representing only one risk. Facultative placements
covering different lines of business should also appear in the various
relevant lines of business if they are ranked within the 10 biggest
risks of the same lines of business.
Life facultative reinsurance analysis - Analysis of the Insurer’s
facultative reinsurance arrangements for life business. Facultative
reinsurance is a specific reinsurance covering a single risk. Where a
selected risk is made up of different policies or reinsurance
placements, the undertaking must supply details including each
policy / placement and contribute to the selection representing only
one risk.
Outgoing reinsurance program analysis - Measures outgoing
reinsurance programs where the validity period of the transfer of
underwriting risk to the re-insurers through a reinsurance treaty
includes or overlaps the next reporting year (N+1).
Re-insurers share analysis - Measures the impact of default of
re insurer where the re-insurers share is reducing the gross
provisions as per end of the reporting year on the balance sheet.
SPV analysis – Analysis of Special Purpose Vehicle’s. The subject
area relates to undertakings using insurance risk transfer through
Special Purpose Vehicle’s in order to describe their usage as risk
mitigation techniques from the perspective of the cedant.

QRT Solvency Capital Requirements
Counterparty default summary analysis - Measures solvency
capital requirements for Counterparty Default Risk.
Counterparty loss distribution analysis - Analysis in support of
QRT Counterparty default risk based on the QIS5 specification on
the calculation of loss distribution for type 1 exposures.

Health catastrophe risk analysis - Measures health catastrophe
risk capital requirements relating to the risk of loss, or of adverse
change in the value of insurance liabilities, resulting from the
significant uncertainty of pricing and provisioning assumptions
related to outbreaks of major epidemics, as well as the unusual
accumulation of risks under such extreme circumstances.
Health catastrophe summary - Summary analysis of the Health
Catastrophe Risk.

Counterparty loss given default analysis - Analysis in support of
QRT Counterparty default risk based on the QIS5 specification on
the calculation of loss given default.

Life underwriting risk analysis - Measures solvency capital
requirements for Life Underwriting Risk.

SCR summary - Summary analysis for solvency capital
requirements produced in the other SCR QRT detailed reports. Any
SCR measures which are used for aggregation purposes.

Market risk analysis - Measures solvency capital requirements for
Market Risk arising from the level or volatility of market prices of
financial instruments.

Internal model including partial internal Measures solvency capital requirements with specific focus on for
internal model and partial internal model derived calculations.

Non-life catastrophe summary - Summary analysis of Catastrophe
risks for Non-Life (Natural and Man Made) Non-life man made
catastrophe risk analysis - Detailed analysis of man-made
catastrophe risks for non-life.

Operational risk analysis - Measures the risk of loss arising from
inadequate or failed internal processes, or from personnel and
systems, or from external events. It includes legal risks, and
excludes risks arising from strategic decisions, as well as reputation
risks.
Health SLT underwriting risk analysis - Measures solvency
capital requirements for Health Underwriting Risk where similar to
life underwriting techniques have been used.

Non-life natural catastrophe risk analysis - Detailed analysis of
natural catastrophe risks for non-life.
Premium and reserve analysis for health and non-life Measures the Premium and Reserve risks for Non-Life and NSLT
Health. Premium risk results from fluctuations in the timing,
frequency and severity of insured events. Reserve risk results from
fluctuations in the timing and amount of claim settlements.

Non-life and NSLT health lapse risk analysis - Measures the risk
of lapses for Non-Life and Health NSLT. This risk relates to the
possibility that the assumptions linked to the exercise rates for
policy options on non-life insurance contracts are incorrect and
need to be changed.
Solvency assets assessment results - This subject area defines the
risk assessment measures related to assets required for statutory
reporting (for solvency supervision purposes).
Solvency liability assessment results - This subject area defines
the risk assessment measures related to liabilities required for
statutory reporting (for solvency supervision purposes).

QRT Variations Analysis
Changes in BOF summary analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required for statutory reporting (for solvency
supervision purposes) of the variations in Basic Own Funds (BOF)
from one reporting period to the next
Investment and financial liabilities variation analysis - Analysis
of changes in excess of assets over liabilities due to investments
and financial liabilities management from one reporting period to
the next.
Excess of assets over liabilities variation analysis - This subject
area defines the measures required for statutory reporting (for
solvency supervision purposes) of movements affecting excess of
assets over liabilities due to technical provisions.

Technical flows versus technical provision UWY analysis - This
subject area defines the measures required for statutory reporting
(for solvency supervision purposes) of analysis of technical flows
versus technical provisions on an underwriting year (UWY) basis.
Technical flows versus technical provision AY analysis - This
subject area defines the measures required for statutory reporting
(for solvency supervision purposes) of analysis of technical flows
versus technical provisions on an accident year (AY) basis.

QRT Financial Stability
Duration of liabilities analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required for supervisory reporting about the overall
duration of liabilities. The purpose is to monitor the interest rate
sensitivity of the technical liabilities, the risk-mitigating effect of
hedging via derivatives, and the potential asset- liability
mismatches.
Profit or loss sharing analysis - This subject area defines the
measures required for supervisory reporting about the average
profit (or loss) sharing (i.e. own fund share of gain/loss) of the
company. The purpose is to have information on the degree to
which losses are passed on to customers.

Vehicle Telematics
Driver behavior analysis – This subject area defines the measures
required to analyze the driving behavior patterns of a person. It
enables the insurer to analyze the vehicle telematics data collected

from a device based on the driver’s actions in conjunction with data
from traditional sources.
Motor claims investigation analysis - This subject area defines
the measures required to analyze and investigate crash information
involving a motor vehicle. The data collected and stored and
analyses of pre- crash, crash and post-crash information.
Motor insight analysis - This subject area defines the measures
required to analyze motor vehicle telematics information for
possible faults within the vehicle and identify revenue
opportunities.

Workers Compensation
Workers compensation claim analysis - This subject area defines
measures and dimensions required for reporting on, and analysis of,
workers compensation insurance claims information.
Workers compensation premium and coverage analysis - This
subject area defines the measures and dimensions required for
reporting on, and analysis of, workers compensation insurance
premium and coverage information.

Appendix B – Business Scopes

Claim Management View

This section describes the business content in the Business Scopes
Category which are divided into the following main areas:

All claims related scopes covering claims process terms, analytical
terms and terms for specific claims characteristics for use in
analytical and claims transformation projects.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Topics:
o Claim Management View
o Customer and Policy Management
o Data Privacy and Protection
o Human Resource Management
o Product Management
o Risk Management and Reporting
o Sales and Distribution Management
Claim Management *
Contact Information *
Customer 360 *
Party *
Policy Management *
Premium Management *
Vehicle Accident *
Vehicle Information *
Subject Area Topics
Alignment Topics

NOTE: Business Scopes marked with an * are available for separate download and
import.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Claim Administration and Insight
Claim Image Classification
Digital Claims
Fraud
Modeling parties to a claim
Relating a claim to an insurance policy

Customer and Policy Management
All customer and policy related terms covering different aspects of
customer including customer profiling, analytical terms,
documentation, customer acquisition and policy management and
all aspects of the customer and policy digital journey for digital
transformation projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Call Centre
Customer Acquisition
Customer Analytics and Insight
Customer Definition
Customer Documentation
Customer Lifetime Value
Digital Communication
Digital Quotation and Policy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy Modification
Premium And Billing Information
Insurance Policy Management
Modeling a person who is a customer and a policyholder
Modeling an insurance policy life cycle
Modeling an insurance policy specification
Modeling asset classification using category scheme
Modeling monthly payments due for premium
Social Media

•
•
•
•

•

Product Management
All product and channel related scopes include both all line of
business scopes and specific business line scopes and can be used
for product or distribution related projects.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Agricultural Insurance
o Crop Insurance
o Livestock Insurance
All Product Components
All Products and Business Lines
Aviation and Transport Insurance
Banking and Financial Services
Casualty and Liability
o Construction Pollution Liability Insurance
o Personal Liability Insurance
o Workers Compensation Insurance
Commercial Lines
o Business Interruption Insurance
o Commercial Product

•
•

•

•

•

Energy Insurance
German Insurance Glossary
Group Insurance
Health Insurance
o Dental Insurance
o Family Health Indemnity Insurance
Life Insurance
o Long Term And Life Insurance
o Modeling term life insurance policy
o Mortgage Life Insurance
o Term Life Endowment Insurance
o Unit Linked Life Insurance
o Whole Life Insurance
Marine Insurance
Pensions and Annuities
o Corporate And Private Pensions
o Immediate Income Life Annuity Insurance
Political and Security Insurance
o Cyber Risk
o Terrorism Risk Insurance
Product and Policy Structure
o Policy Structure
o Product Information
Property and Casualty insurance
o Commercial Property And Casualty
o Personal Property And Casualty
o Personal Lines
▪ Automobile Insurance
▪ Home Appliance Insurance
▪ Homeowners Insurance

•
•
•

•
•
•

o Modeling physical objects for homeowners’
insurance policy.
▪ Vehicle Telematics Insurance
▪ Personal Property and Casualty
Reinsurance
o Modeling Reinsurance Treaties
Road Assistance
Specialized Underwriting Insurance Classes
o Education Provider Insurance
o Medical Malpractice
o Parametric Insurance
Surety Bonds
Trade Credit Insurance
Travel Insurance

Risk Management and Reporting
Business scopes related to actuarial, accounting and financial
reporting functions including terms that are relevant for reporting,
mapping of financial systems or to map and govern financial
transformation projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catastrophe Modeling
Enterprise Risk Management
Financial Reporting
o Financial Reporting Reference Data
Investment Management
Solvency Business Terms
Weather

Subject Area Topics
Grouping of terms based on subject areas or a part of the subject
area to help explain when the terms are used and how they relate to
each other with that subject area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting View
Activity Occurrence View
Agreement Change View
Assessment and Score View
Bank View
Cash Flow Element Part View
Claim View
Commercial Policy View
Communication View
Company View
Condition View
Disaster Management View
Event View
Financial Asset View
Financial Instrument Hierarchy View
Financial Services Role Hierarchy View
Financial Transaction View
Financial Valuation View
Goal View
Insured Object View
Legal Action View
Life Form View
Location View

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufactured Item View
Medical Activity View
Money Provision View
Organization Hierarchy View
Other Policy Types View
Particular Money Provision View
Parties and Roles in context
Party Name and Person View
Party Registration View
Party View
Payment Scheduler View
Person View
Personal Policy View
Physical Object Group and Life Form View
Physical Structure View
Policy Component View
Property Activity View
Registration View
Reinsurance Policy View
Risk Exposure View
Risk Policy View
Role Player External View
Role Player Hierarchy View
Sales and Marketing View
Score View
Specification View
Standard Text Specification View
Statistics View

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stipulation View
Supplier View
Task View
Travel Activity View
Vehicle Activity View
Vehicle View

Alignment Topics
Industry Alignment Vocabularies delivered with IBM KAIN; the
following are a collection of alignment scopes of Business Core
Vocabulary terms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catastrophe Model Open Specification Alignment Scope
CPA Alignment Scope
Cyber Exposure Data Alignment Scope
FATCA Alignment Scope
GDPR Alignment Scope
IAIS Fraud Guidelines Alignment Scope
Multiline Insurance Exposure Management Alignment Scope
Open Data Standards Alignment Scope
Personal Information Taxonomy Alignment Scope
Pre, During and Post-Crash Information - US Code Of Federal
Regulations Part 563
Risk Data Open Standard Alignment Scope
Solvency II Older Content Alignment Scope
Solvency II Taxonomy 2.2.0 Alignment Scope
The Weather Company Alignment Scope
Vehicle Accident Data Lake Alignment Scope
XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language)
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